
OUR DEDICATED TEAM
SNEAK PEEK TO OUR
GUAM JOURNEY

WHAT YOU'LL FIND INSIDE:

TENT KING GOES TO GUAM
From Philippines with quality 
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Through the years of patience, hard work, consistency,

and combined utilization of skills and knowledge, Tent

King finally reached one of its major milestone that the

whole team is really proud of; the exportation of its

customized tents to Guam through a third party buyer.

Last December 31, 2020, a third party buyer named Mr.

James Tiu chose Tent King to customize tents which are

according to the design and specifications requested by

his client or the end user of the tent. The unit orders are

2 units of 20ft x 30ft and 4 units of 20ft x 40ft. Indeed,

this project is worth of every time and effort for it

increases the credibility and awareness of the brand not

only here in the Philippines but also in another country

which could open up more opportunities of conquering

Asia. 

Tent King

THE FIRST EVER EXPORT
OF OUR TENTS TO GUAM
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Manpower is truly an important asset to consider for

every company regardless of its size, product and its

years in the market. For Tent King, we treasure our

people just like we give importance to our clients.

Our team is the pillar of every successful projects and

events. From planning to execution, this team makes sure

that our very first tent to be exported at Guam is fully

furnished and defect free. 

The Dedication

"Made in the
Philippines!"

There's a truth that Filipinos grow up being fond of having

imported products due to its proven high quality. There's

nothing wrong in it. However, it is even better if we will

patronize and be proud more of our local brands as well,

especially that some of Philippines' products are starting to

gain names at the other countries.

What are the most common products you know that our

country exports to international market? Some of those

products are mangoes, cacao seeds, coconuts, tuna, bananas,

and there's more in your mind. Adding to the list, our heart

is full to have an initial step of showcasing the quality of

Philippine made tents in Guam.

Tent King continues to do a research and development for

the innovation of products and services that we can offer

both locally and in Asia. The willingness and dedication to

deliver the best in every project will not stop in the

Philippines and Guam, but through persistency, patience,

and teamwork, we are committed to go beyond the said

countries in the future. 

The Local Brand On Point

A Glimpse to our Guam's Journey 

 Inquiry Sales Assistance Details Gathering Plotting of Layout Design

Quotation Making Presentation to Client Negotiation Closing of the Deal

Tent Fabrication Packaging Delivery to Port Shipment to Guam


